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Abstract

In this paper, we attempt to forecast which prison inmates are
likely to engage in very serious misconduct while incarcerated. Such
misconduct would usually be a major felony if committed outside of
prison: drug trafficking, assault, rape, attempted murder and other
crimes. The binary response variable is problematic because it is
highly unbalanced. Using data from nearly 10,000 inmates held in
facilities operated by the California Department of Corrections, we
show that several popular classification procedures do no better than
the marginal distribution unless the data are weighted in a fashion
that compensates for the lack of balance. Then, random forests per-
forms reasonably well, and better than CART or logistic regression.
Although less than 3% of the inmates studied over 24 months were
reported for very serious misconduct, we are able to correctly forecast
such behavior about half the time.

Keywords: prison, incarceration, misconduct, classification
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1 Introduction

Inmate misconduct is a universal problem in state prisons across the United
States. A key response is to design and employ classification procedures that
identify inmates most likely to offend. It is then sometimes possible to imple-
ment a variety of prevention strategies. Among the most popular are housing
systems that place higher risk inmates in more restrictive surroundings.

We argue below that although some of the existing classification systems
have demonstrable effectiveness, they are also rather blunt instruments. In
particular, they typically fail to identify with useful forecasting skill the very
few inmates who are likely to commit the most serious offenses. In this pa-
per, therefore, we use data from the California Department of Corrections
(CDC) to examine how ensemble statistical procedures can be applied to
find these especially problematic inmates. We also examine which attributes
of such inmates are useful predictors. Because the goal is to forecast well,
effective predictors may or may not have a causal interpretation. Neverthe-
less, identifying predictors that contribute substantially to forecasting skill
necessarily raise questions about why they work and what they convey about
the sources of serious misconduct in prison. And insofar as useful forecasting
skill is demonstrated, the importance of true forecasting for criminology is
underscored.

2 Background

The California Department of Corrections (CDC) currently houses more in-
mates than any state corrections department in the country (Harrison and
Karlberg, 2003). There are approximately 160,000 inmates in 33 institutions,
16 community corrections facilities, 41 camps, and 8 prisoner mother facil-
ities. A key issue for correction officials and a range of stakeholders is how
best to maintain order and safety in a cost-effective manner. Every year, ap-
proximately 15% of the inmates engage in some form of “misconduct” that
can range from failing to report for a work assignment to insubordination to
possession of narcotics to an assault on a guard or fellow prisoner to homicide.

Responding in part to such concerns, the CDC has for several decades
employed an inmate placement system that attempts to match prisoners to
prison housing so that inmates more likely to engage in misconduct are placed
in more secure settings. Some facilities are essentially dormitories. At the
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other extreme are very restrictive settings characterized by celled housing,
a lethal perimeter, controlled movement, and armed supervision within the
housing units and dining halls. The average cost for housing an inmate in
the CDC is over $30,000 a year, but the costs for more restrictive housing
are significantly higher. The goal, therefore, is to house each inmate in the
least restrictive setting that can insure the inmate’s safety and the safety of
others.

Each inmate’s supervision needs are quantified by a classification score
based on the inmate’s background (e.g., age) and current offense (e.g., sen-
tence length). The score is computed soon after arrival at the CDC Reception
Center, and is essentially a linear combination of about a dozen items. For
about 75% of the inmates, placement in one of four security levels is deter-
mined by whether a score falls within certain ranges. For example, a score
of less than 18 typically leads to placement in one of the lowest security level
facilities (i.e., a “Level I” facility). A score greater than 52 typically leads
to placement in one of the highest security level facilities (i.e., a “Level IV”
facility). About 25% of the inmates are placed through a set of “manda-
tory minimums” that respond to special features of offense (e.g., violent sex
offenders) or special inmate needs (e.g., targeted by a rival gang).

Earlier research has shown that overall, the CDC classification score is
a useful way to determine the allocation scarce prison space (Berk and de
Leeuw, 1998, Berk et al., 2003). However, CDC’s classification system will
find the inmates at high risk for engaging in any form of misconduct. Minor
infractions are treated the same as major infractions. No special effort is
made to identify inmates who are likely to commit very serious offenses while
in prison.

The one-size-fits-all approach to classification is a conscious feature of the
CDC system; the goal is to have operational procedures for the vast majority
of inmates and the vast majority of infractions they may commit. Moreover,
there are daunting technical challenges to developing a set of practical proce-
dures to find “the worst of the worst.” In particular, very serious infractions
are quite rare. These include infractions that would be major felonies if
committed outside of prison, such as drug trafficking, assault, sexual assault,
robbery, attempted murder, and homicide.

It would seem to make good policy sense in general to identify inmates
likely to engage in such behavior. But with the recent resurrection of reha-
bilitation as a important goal, there is added reason for finding the small
fraction of inmates likely to put themselves and others in harm’s way. There
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are few things that disrupt prison life more than violence, and even the threat
of violence can have a chilling effect on a wide range of constructive prison
initiatives. Identifying the small fraction of inmates likely to be responsible
for the vast majority of very serious misconduct may help to free the rest of
the inmates to participate in more constructive activities, and perhaps even
facilitate the development of special rehabilitative programs for the “hard
cases.”

Much has been written on quantitative inmate classification systems, in-
cluding their development and evaluation (Austin, 1986; Austin, Baird and
Neuenfeldt, 1993; Baird, 1993; Brennan, 1987; ; 1993; Kane, 1986; Alexander
and Austin, 1992; Harer and Langan, 2001; Hardyman, Austin, and Tulloch,
2000; Hardyman and Adams-Fuller, 2001). The population of interest is es-
sentially male adults, convicted of one or more serious felonies, who are in
close contact with other felons and housed in a special kind of very restric-
tive environment. The usual outcome is “misconduct,” which is a mix of
relatively minor rule infractions and incidents that would be serious crimes
if committed outside of prison.

Not surprisingly, little use is made of conventional theory in criminology.
Theories of criminal behavior are meant primarily to apply to crimes com-
mitted within the population at large in everyday settings. Although many
of the concepts carry over to prison environments, there is a substantial dis-
connect in the details. For example, there is little apparent correspondence
between a garden-variety robbery of a neighborhood convenience store and
an inmate not reporting to a job assignment or failing to come to the front
of his cell during a head count. Likewise, male-on-male sexual assault seems
to be a uniquely salient feature of prison life.

Equally important for our purposes, there appear to be no studies focused
on the most serious forms of prison misconduct, whether informed by theory
or not. The existing research is directed toward the broad-gauged classifi-
cation systems that are either in use or under development. How best to
forecast the very most serious and rare kinds of prison misconduct is largely
unexplored in the research literature.

3 Study Design

The data are taken from a completed randomized trial testing the CDC
inmate classification system. 21,734 male and female felon commitments
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arriving at the CDC Reception Center between November 1, 1998 and April
30, 1999 were included in the study. Approximately half were assigned at
random to be placed under an existing CDC inmate classification system,
and half were randomly assigned to be placed under a revised system. The
revised system included an updated list of risk factors and new set of weights
for the items that were to be combined into each inmate’s classification score.
The results of the experiment showed the new system to be a significant
improvement over the old system. Details are discussed in a recent paper by
Berk and his colleagues (2003).

In this paper, we use the data from the 9662 male inmates assigned to
placement under the revised system. Some predictors that turned out to be
very important were not used for placement in the old system. Consequently,
cases placed under the old system are not included in this analysis.

The data come from two sources. The predictors are taken from the new
CDC intake form. Soon after an inmate arrives at the CDC reception center,
the intake process begins. That process can last several weeks, depending
on the information needed and the work load of prison staff. One of the key
forms filled out during that period is an “839” (which is the form number),
that is used to determine an inmate’s classification score. That score is a key
factor in the security level to which the inmate is assigned. All but the last
variable in Table 1 are predictors taken from the “839.”

Given how CDC records intake information at reception, all of predictors
are binary with the following exceptions. Age at first arrest is a quantitative
variable grouped into five cateogores. Age at arrival at the CDC reception
center is a quantitative variable grouped into four categories. For both age
variables, the categories are not all the same size so that the resulting scales
are ordinal only. For example, the youngest category for age at first arrest
is 0 to 17 years old, and the oldest is 36 years of age or older. The modal
category is 18 to 21 years old. The youngest category for the age at CDC
intake is 16 to 20 and the oldest is 36 years of age or older. The modal
category is 36 years of age or older.1

Sentence length is recorded in years, capped at 50. That is, a death
sentence and life without the possibility of parole are recorded at the upper

1For both age variables, the categories represent how CDC records such data. We could
not get other age breakdowns.
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Variable Description
term Current sentence length (median = 4.00 years)
gang Associated with gang activity (proportion = 0.190)
agearr Age at first arrest (mode = 18-21 years old)
agerec Age at CDC intake (mode = 36 years old or older)
cya Served time with California Youth Authority (proportion = 0.080)
mill Diagnosed with mental illness (proportion = 0.08)
cdc Served time previously with the CDC (proportion = 0.30)
jail At least 31 days in jail or county youth facility (proportion = 0.66)
bgood Good behavior in previous CDC incarceration(s) (proportion = 0.56)
bbad Bad behavior in previous CDC incarceration(s) (proportion = 0.03)
infrac Committed serious infraction in prison (proportion = 0.027)

Table 1: List of Variables

bound at 50. The number of years recorded is the nominal sentence given by
the courts. The actual sentence served in most cases is somewhat shorter.2

Shown in the last row in Table 1, the response variable for each inmate
was recorded subsequent to admissions. A “Rules Violation Report” (called
a “115”) is completed when prison staff observe an inmate engaging in some
form of prison misconduct. These reports are the source of our response
variable. For this study, there was a 24 month follow-up for each inmate
starting with admission into the CDC Reception Center.

The particular response of interest is a serious type of misconduct recorded
under “Division Levels” A1, A2, B and C. As noted earlier, these offenses
include crimes such as assault, drug trafficking, and robbery are the types
of misconduct that can automatically send an inmate to a Level IV CDC
facility. “Administrative” violations, such as failing to report for a work as-
signment, are not included. Division levels A1,A2, B and C represent about
2.5% of all 115s, and there were virtually no inmates who committed more
than one such offense in the 24 month follow-up period. Therefore, our re-
sponse variable will be treated as binary: committed a serious 115 or not.
The former is coded as “1,” and the latter is coded as “0.”

2The upper bound of 50 represents how CDC records sentence length information. We
could not distinguish between the several different kinds of sentences all labeled as “50.”
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4 Data Analysis

Overfitting is a potential problem with all data analyses that include sub-
stantial exploration of the data. That exploration can be informal “data
snooping” or searches that are guided by some computer algorithm (e.g.,
stepwise regression). The analyses adapt to idiosyncratic features of the
data so that the results do not generalize well, even to other random samples
from the same population. In this context, overfitting is said to result in
“generalization error” (Hastie et al., 2001: 193-196).

In response, we began by holding out a random sample of 1000 from the
total of 9662 inmates. The remaining 8662 inmates constitute our “training”
data set. The 1000 inmates constitute a “testing” data set to be used to
evaluate the results. How well will models constructed from the training data
perform when applied to the testing data? The test sample has the added
benefit of illustrating how the procedures used in the analyses to follow could
be used in practice to inform decisions made by prison administrators.

4.1 Using Logistic Regression and CART

In one sense, the classification problem is trivial. If one were to ignore all
predictors and always classify an inmate as uninvolved in serious misconduct,
one would be right about 97.5% of the time. Assuming that the inmates
included in this study were representative of inmates coming to the CDC
Reception Center over medium term (a reasonable assumption), forecasts
would also be accurate the vast majority of the time.

Not surprisingly, adding predictors in a conventional manner does not
help much. When logistic regression was applied, there was no meaningful
improvement in fit with the predicted probabilities of serious misconduct
never higher than .03. When Classification and Regression Trees (Breiman
et al., 1984) was applied, it was difficult to get any tree built at all. There
were no splits that could perform substantially better than at the root node
unless priors for misconduct were employed that compensated at least in
part for the lack of balance. And then the resulting tree varied substantially
depending on the priors chosen.
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4.2 Using Random Forests

Could one do better with ensemble methods (Berk, 2005) as a special case
of what Breiman (2001b) calls algorithmic modeling? We turned primarily
to random forests as one promising ensemble approach (Breiman, 2001a;
2001b; 2001c). For binary outcomes, random forests constructs an ensemble
of classification trees. Each tree is built from a bootstrap sample of the data
and at each split, a random sample of predictors is examined. In the end,
classification is determined by a majority vote for each case over the ensemble
of classification trees.

Random forests will produce consistent estimations of the generalization
error (Breiman, 2001c). As a result, random forests does not overfit. More-
over, there is growing evidence that random forests will usually classify more
accurately than CART and at least as well as the the most effective existing
statistical learning alternatives, such as AdaBoost (Breiman,2001a).3

Random forests, using its default parameter settings, was applied to the
training data set. In particular, the prior distribution of the response was
taken to be the observed marginal distribution, and the ratio of the costs of
false negatives to false positives is taken to be 1.0. Here, a false negative is
classifying an inmate as not engaging in serious misconduct when he actually
did. A false positive is classifying an inmate as having engaged in serious
misconduct when in fact he did not.

Table 2 shows that when the test data are used to evaluate the results,
random forests did no better than the marginal distribution of the response
variable. Not a single inmate was correctly classified as engaging in serious
misconduct. Indeed, all inmates were classified as not engaging in serious
misconduct although 39 of 1000 actually did. Because of the highly unbal-
anced response variable, the default cost ratio of 1.0 could not be achieved.4

Moreover, conversations with officials from the California Department of
Corrections suggested that the 1 to 1 cost ratio of false negatives to false
positives was inappropriate. Rather, 1 false negative was worth about 10
false positives. That is, it was about 10 times more costly to fail to identify
an inmate who would in fact commit an act of serious misconduct than to
identify an inmate as one who would commit such an act when in fact he
would not. For purposes of this analysis, we accepted the 10 to 1 cost ratio

3For a very accessible discussion of boosting, see Berk, 2005. For an in depth treatment,
see Friedman, 2002; Manor et al., 2002; Buehlmann and Yu, 2002.

4With no false positives, the cost ratio was infinite.
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Forecast Forecast
No Misconduct Misconduct Model Error

Observed No Misconduct 961 0 0.00
Observed Misconduct 39 0 1.00

Use Error 0.039 0.00 Overall Error = 0.039

Table 2: Random Forest Confusion Table with Default Costs

Forecast Forecast
No Misconduct Misconduct Model Error

Observed No Misconduct 753 208 0.216
Observed Misconduct 19 20 0.487

Use Error 0.024 0.912 Overall Error = 0.227

Table 3: Random Forest Confusion Table with 10 to 1 Costs

as appropriate.
There are several ways within random forests to take the cost ratio of false

negatives to false positives into account. They typically lead to effectively
the same results, except in cases such as this in which the response variable
is highly unbalanced. Then, the best approach is to use stratified random
sampling when for each classification tree a new data set is constructed. In
effect, one over-samples for the rare cases so that the ratio of false negatives
to false positives comes out about right.5

Weighting misconduct cases to no misconduct cases by a cost ratio of 10
to 1 produced the “confusion table” in Table 3. Note that there are 208
false positives and 19 false negatives for a ratio of a little more than 10 to
1 and forecasting accuracy into the test data set has improved substantially.
Looking at the model error for the second row in the table, inmates who
engage in serious misconduct are correctly forecasted a little more than half
the time (1 - .487). Given that such misconduct occurs only about 2.5% of
the time, this represents considerable forecasting skill. Looking at the model
error for the first row in the table, forecasts of no serious misconduct are
correct about 80% of the time (1 - .216). Combining the two, random forests
with a cost ratio of 10 to 1 makes correct forecasts about 75% of the time

5Without the oversampling, one risks getting a number of bootstrap samples with none
of the rare cases. The response variable is then a constant.
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Forecast Forecast
No Misconduct Misconduct Model Error

Observed No Misconduct 837 124 0.129
Observed Misconduct 24 15 0.615

Use Error 0.028 0.892 Overall Error = 0.148

Table 4: Random Forest Confusion Table with 5 to 1 Costs

(i.e., 1 - .227).
There are a related set of conclusions for how accurate the forecasts would

be in use. From the first column, if a forecast of no misconduct is actually
made, it would be correct over 97% of the time (1-.024). Were a forecast of
misconduct made, it would be correct about 9% of the time (1 - .912). The
latter figure might seem disappointing, but accurately reflects the policy
decision to accept a relatively large number of false positives.

To help put these results in context, Table 4 shows the confusion table
when the cost ratio of false negatives to false positives is 5 to 1. While this
ratio is substantially smaller than the cost ratio preferred by CDC officials,
it could be be preferred by other stakeholders. The tradeoffs are readily
apparent. Forecasting error for inmates engaging in serious misconduct has
increased from .49 to .62. On the other hand, Forecasting error for inmates
not engaging in serious misconduct has decreased from .22 to .13. Other
figures in the table change in an analogous fashion.

At this point, a reasonable concern is whether the results are substantially
procedure specific. Would another procedure that has many of the same
desirable performance characteristics produce similar results? For this, we
turned to boosted trees (Friedman, 2002), a statistical procedure that also
makes many passes through the data. Here, there is neither random sampling
of the training data nor random sampling of predictors. Rather, after each
tree is grown, a function of the residuals is constructed that provides weights
for the the next pass through the data. Observations that are incorrectly
fit are given more weight and observations that are correctly fit are given
less weights. Then, classification is determined by averaging over all trees so
that trees that fit the data better overall are weighted more heavily in the
averaging process.6

6For our software, there was no way to directly introduce costs into the algorithm.
But there were fitted values one could interpret as estimates of the probability of serious
misconduct. We set the threshold not at the usual .50, but at a value slightly below the
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Forecast Forecast
No Misconduct Misconduct Model Error

Observed No Misconduct 785 176 0.183
Observed Misconduct 21 18 0.538

Use Error 0.0261 0.907 Overall Error = 0.197

Table 5: Boosting Confusion Table with 10 to 1 Costs

From Table 5, one can see that in this case boosting and random forests
give very similar results. Random forests does a bit better forecasting the
presence of serious misconduct and a bit worse forecasting the absence of
serious misconduct. But both differences are well within random sampling
error.

4.3 Which Predictors Matter for Forecasting?

If the goal is to forecast accurately, a key indicator of a variable’s impor-
tance is its contribution to forecasting skill. Random forests provides this
information by randomly shuffling each predictor in turn and then comput-
ing how much forecasting error increases. The shuffling makes the predictor
unrelated to the response variable (and all other variables) on the average.
The greater the increase, the more important the predictor. Figures 1 and 2
show the results for these data.

Figure 1 shows that term length makes the most important contribution
to forecasting accuracy when serious misconduct is being forecasted.7 If its
values are shuffled, forecast error for inmates who engage in serious miscon-
duct increases by over .06 (i.e. from about .49 to .55, based on Table 3).
Exactly how term length is related to serious misconduct will be explored
shortly.

observed proportion of cases for which serious misconduct was reported. This value was
chosen to approximate the desired 10 to 1 balance of false positives to false negatives
(implying that the costs of false negatives to false positives was 10 to 1). This is analogous
to one of the methods for handling costs in random forest where the voting threshold
would not be set at 50%, but at the marginal percentage for the response category that
needed to be given more weight.

7The small negative values represent sampling error and are properly interpreted as
effectively zero.
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Age at first arrest, age at reception, and gang activity are also important
for forecasting accuracy. Shuffling each of their values increases forecasting
error by more than .02. From past research on prison inmates, these con-
tributions to forecasting skill are to be expected. (Berk et al., 2003). Age
effects are also consistent with extensive work in criminology (Gottfredson
and Hirschi, 1990, Sampson and Laub, 1990, Hamil-Luker et al., 2003). More
details from these analysis are provided below.
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Figure 2: Average Reduction in Forecating Skill for No Serious Misconduct
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Figure 2 shows that the pattern is some somewhat different for fore-
casting the absence of misconduct.8 To begin, because there are so many
more observations compared with inmates engaging in misconduct, one has
to make many more forecasting errors to increase comparably the proportion
of cases forecasted incorrectly. For example, suppose the number of incorrect
forecasts is increased by 10 for both outcomes: serious misconduct and no
serious misconduct. That increase will make a large difference in the pro-
portion of cases inaccurately forecasted for acts of serious misconduct. That
same increase will make a small difference in the proportion of cases inac-
curately forecasted for no acts of serious misconduct. Therefore, importance
for forecasting skill will be far smaller.

The order in which predictors are ranked by importance can also vary.
Recall that forecasts are based on a vote over trees. For correctly classified
observations, the vote can be close (e.g., 51% v. 49%) or lopsided (e.g., 80% v.
20%). When the vote is close, switching a few votes can change the forecast
from correct to incorrect. When the vote is lopsided, a large number of votes
need to switch for the forecast to change from correct to incorrect. It follows
that cases for which the vote was close are the cases whose forecast is most
likely to change when each predictor is shuffled. The degree to which certain
predictors tend differentiate these observations from the rest will determine
which predictors will have the greater impact on forecasting accuracy.

For serious misconduct, sentence length is best able to distinguish the
observations with close votes from the other observations. It is, therefore,
the most important predictor for forecasting accuracy. For the absence of
serious misconduct, Figure 2 shows that serving one or more prior terms in
a county jail tends to best distinguish the observations with close votes from
the rest. As a result, it rises to the top of the list of predictors. Figure 2
also shows that for inmates not engaging in serious misconduct, term is still
relatively important; it comes in second. But, the predictor gang activity
falls to the middle of the pack, and the two age variables are at the bottom.

However, the declines in forecasting accuracy shown in Figure 2 really do
not matter much. Given the highly unbalanced distribution of the response,
it is easy using no predictors at all to forecast quite well an absence of serious
misconduct. Consequently, having a few more or few less predictors does not
make a meaningful difference, and the variation in predictor importance is

8The very small negative values again represent sampling error and are properly inter-
preted as effectively zero.
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not especially instructive.

4.4 Response Functions

Within random forests, one can explore how the response is related to each
predictor with partial response plots. They depict the functional relationship
of each predictor with the response, all other predictors held constant. Partial
response plots are analogous to added variable plots in regression, although
the “partialing” is done by a form of matching rather than by covariance
adjustments. (See Berk, 2005, for an accessible discussion.) For a binary
outcome, the units on the vertical axis are in logits computed as:

1

n

n∑
i=1

log(pk)− log(pj), (1)

where pk is the proportion of votes over trees for class k, and pj is the
proportion of votes over trees for class j. Here, k is for serious misconduct
and j is for no serious misconduct.

Figure 3 shows how serious acts of misconduct are related to term length.
One can see that the relationship is generally positive. However, there is
effectively no consistent relationship for sentences of 5 years or less, followed
by a large jump for sentences between 6 and 10 years. After that, the slope
is more moderate. The general message seems to be that term length is a
very useful predictor, but it has an especially large impact for sentences of
moderate length. Interestingly, there is no real increase in slope for the very
longest sentences despite the fact that inmates serving them are thought to
have “nothing to lose.”9

It is tempting to provide causal interpretations for Figure 3. However,
causal interpretations would require trying to determine which attributes
of sentence length that we have not measured are related to both sentence
length and serious misconduct. For example, taking potential “good time”
credits into account, sentences less than 5 years may make parole appear to
be immanent. Consequently, there may be strong incentives to stay out of
trouble. But short sentences are associated with a number of factors that
could well be related to misconduct.

9Had the partial response plot for no misconduct been shown, it would just have been
the mirror image. For binary responses, only one of the two possible partial response plots
need be shown. This is not true when there are more than two classification categories.
Then, there needs to be one partial response plot for each response category.
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Similar analyses confirmed that each of the important predictors noted
earlier had their anticipated relationships with the response. Serious mis-
conduct is more common among inmates with longer criminal records, but
especially those arrested initially in their early teenage years. Inmates in-
volved in gang activity are far more likely to get into serious trouble. And
younger inmates, especially those under 20, are worse risks. 10 None of these
findings are a surprise and are fully consistent with reports from prison staff.
Individuals who are likely to get into serious trouble on the street are high
risks in prison.

5 Discussion

The inmates predicted to engage in very serious misconduct are broadly like
the inmates likely to be placed in the more secure CDC facilities by the
revised inmate classification system. The salient predictors are largely the
very ones leading to high inmate classification scores (Berk et al., 2003).
However, the inmates identified by random forests are considerably more
difficult than regular Level IV inmates, most of whom never get into serious
trouble and would ordinarily not be identified until after an incident of serious
misconduct had occurred.

The high risk inmates tend to be young individuals with long criminal
records, active participants in street and prison gangs, and sentenced to long
prison terms. As a qualitative matter, none of these predictors is surprising.
However, there is a useful story in the quantitative details and particular
configurations of predictor values. Sentence length makes its most impor-
tant difference for sentences between 5 and 10 years. Criminal record has its
greatest impact for inmates arrested at a very young age. The very youngest
inmates and inmates engaged in gang activity are also trouble. These pat-
terns imply that very young inmates who nevertheless have managed to ac-
cumulate long criminal histories, who are active in gang activities, and who
are serving sentences of more than 10 years, are a “perfect storm.” Another
implication is that in contrast to much prison lore, “lifers” are not especially

10The partial response plots are not very interesting for the two age variables and for
gang activity because the age variables are measured in just a few ordinal categories and
gang activity is a binary variable.
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more dangerous than other inmates serving moderate to long sentences, even
if it is really true that the lifers have “nothing to lose.”

What could the CDC do with forecasts about inmates predicted to com-
mit very serious crimes while in prison? One option would be to make sure
that such inmates were only given job assignments that were well staffed
and that would provide no access to materials that could be used to make
weapons. But that alone would likely be seen by the CDC as inadequate.

Another option would be to place all such inmates in Level IV housing
(CDC’s highest security level). The CDC’s current housing arrangements
allow for about 5% of all inmates to be placed in Level IV facilities. Without
a major and costly reorganization of existing space, this implies that were
our forecasts used literally, Level IV bed capacity would be substantially
exceeded. Thus, another kind of tradeoff becomes salient. Are the costs of
failing to act on forecasts such as ours high enough to justify increasing the
number of Level IV beds or moving less dangerous Level IV inmates to Level
III facilities?

Interestingly, our definition of serious misconduct is the same definition
used by the CDC to place Level IV inmates in even more restrictive settings.
Level IV facilities can be differentiated by whether they have a “180 degree
design” or a “270 degree design.” These designations refer to the size of the
viewing angle from a prison watchtower. The 270 degree design allows more
inmates to be kept under surveillance at one time and is therefore used for
the very most dangerous inmates. Such facilities might be used to house the
inmates identified by our methods. However, the capacity of these prisons is
about 1% of all inmates. Our forecasting methods would clearly overwhelm
these facilities, even with a 5 to 1 cost ratio.

It may well be that a more fundamental reorganization of the the CDC’s
housing practices are in order. Earlier research (Berk and de Leeuw, 1998;
Berk et al., 2003) indicates that the vast majority of inmates are not a signifi-
cant threat to engage in the most serious kinds of misconduct. Although this
is not the place to get into the details, one could easily imagine an effective
three-level security system with perhaps 90% of the inmates housed in the
lowest security level (e.g., inmates convicted of drug possession or property
crimes). The remaining 10% of inmates who posed a serious threat to staff
and to each other would then be housed in one of two very high security
settings, depending on whether they were among the “worst of the worst.”

Finally, it is important to appreciate our forecasts in the test sample will
overestimate forecasting skill insofar as the mix of inmates and the precursors
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of serious misconduct change over time.11 Because both are likely to change
slowly, our conclusions might be useful for up to a decade from the time the
data were collected. But sound practice argues for a revised analysis every 5
years or so. This would not be costly because data routinely recorded could
be used.

6 Conclusions

We have found a small number of predictors that can help in forecasting
serious inmate misconduct. These predictors have considerable face validity.
They would no doubt make sense to custodial personnel and criminologists.
A fair question, therefore, is what’s the news?

First, the events to be predicted are rare and as a result, pose daunting
technical problems. It is very difficult to improve upon forecasts made from
the marginal distribution alone when the marginal distribution is highly un-
balanced. Yet, we achieved considerable improvement. Perhaps our most
important result is a demonstrable and high level of forecasting skill.

Second, the forecasting skill demonstrated could enhance prison practice.
The forecasts could help distinguish between those relatively few inmates
who put themselves and others at great risk and the bulk of the inmates who
are just trying to do their time. A number of useful program implication
would follow.

Third, the predictors that proved to be important are easily measured at
prisoner intake and lead to a checklist that is easily applied. Consequently,
the additional overhead for prison staff is small. Moreover, the checklist is
simple so that errors in use should be few.

Finally, the forecasts were constructed consciously taking the relative
costs of false negatives and false positives into account. This makes good
policy sense despite being rarely done in criminology. The general practice
is to ignore costs, which necessarily introduces costs anyway. Typically, a 1
to 1 cost ratio is imposed, whether recognized or not, that will often make
little policy sense. Then, the forecasts will make little policy sense as well.

However, an explicit introduction of relative costs can cut in several differ-
ent ways. The relative costs we used, while consistent with our conversations

11This is not caused by overfitting, which is measured by the decline of forecasting
skill into a new random sample from the same population. Here the issue is a changing
population.
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with CDC Staff, are hardly definitive, and could vary with the times. Differ-
ent relative costs could alter forecasting skill and the predictors that would
be most important.
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